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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>REEL NO.</th>
<th>FOOTAGE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 &amp; 2</td>
<td>1569.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 &amp; 4</td>
<td>1681.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 &amp; 6</td>
<td>1539.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>880.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 &amp; 9</td>
<td>1867.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 &amp; 11</td>
<td>1881.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 &amp; 13</td>
<td>1509.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 &amp; 15</td>
<td>1608.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

15 = 12534.00 FEET (3,820.36 Meters)
TS puts the things on one side and reads.

Prepare profit an loss statement after taking into account following adjustment I returns out word Rs. 7000 were wrongly included in sales...returns out word Rs. 7000 were wrongly included in sales in sales sales included in sales

CS Sid closes the laptop

TS title. Sid falls on the bed.

Suno to jara hamko hai ye kehna, waqt hai kya tumko pata hai na.

CS Sid watching the internet on the laptop (TITLE)

MCS Sid eating sitting besides the fridge (TITLE)

CS Sid puts the television off and closes the laptop (title and song)

CS Sid hears the noise and gets up

Wake up

VO Darwaja kholo. Darwaja kholo bhaiya wake up...bhaiya darwaja kholo wake up uth jao. Wake up bhaiya uth jao. Bhaiya bhaiya darwaja kholo bhaiya bhaiya darwaja

Sid Chotu abhi aaya hai uthane. Itna late

Chotu Bhaiya aap hi ne to kaha tha aap raat bhar padhne wale hai. Aap so gaye the aap sachmuh so gaye the? Char cup coffee pine ke badi bhi aap so gaye. Ab kya karo? Exam aise doge? Pass ho jana bas

Sid Tu chup beth haan please ye sab teri galati hai ab tu beth ke naruta kha, chal hath

Chotu Bhaiya best off luck.

327:06 TS Exams going on in the class, sid sits and thinks

VO Fhir wahi situation side, kam se kam is aakhiri exam ke liye to thoda padh leta. 10 questions out of 30. that is not so bad yaar pass to ho hi jayega. Ya shayad nahi. Abe sale kya hone wala hai tera

Listen I want to tell you, do you know the time

You told that you will be studying all night. You fell asleep.... You actually fell asleep? Even after drinking four cups of coffee. Now what will you do? What will you write in your paper? Trying passing your exams at least

You just shut up, its all your fault.... Now get aside

Best of luck brother

Again the same situation Sid. You shou d have studied at least for the last exam. 10 questions out of 30... not bad I think you will pass... or maybe not.... Hey what will you do now
Nothing is going to happen Siddharth Mehra
You are definitely going to fail in this exam.
You haven’t attended a single exam in this whole year. You deserve this.
But why will you be worried Sid? Who cares if you fail your dad will still remain rich and you will be the one to own the most expensive car in the college.

Shut up
Relax

Don’t listen to these losers Sid. Don’t worry I am your friend and I know that you will pass as usual. By the way where were you last night? I called you so many times but you didn’t receive and did you go through the notes that I gave you?

Shut up Laxmi. Stop giving lectures in your dreams. Sid even I am in a situation just like you. I couldn’t study the whole night I was with Meha she was studying. And I was just watching her. All night long anyways don’t worry we will fail together. I have been with you from Nursery. Don’t worry.

Farewell party tomorrow night do come okay you can do this dance there fair well party tomorrow night do come there is going to be music dance DJ everything. Farewell parties tomorrow night do com okay. Students hostel kal raat farewell party hai please arrive.

Hello
What is this Dabby’s problem I don’t want to go to her farewell party. It will be bloody boring anyways.
Laxmi  Shut up yaar Sid, jana to padega na. yaar kal ke baad shayad ye logh hame kabhi milenge bhi nahi this is it college is over yaar

Rishi  College ke panch saal kaise nikal gaye pata nahi chala. Zindagi ab badalne wali hai. Kitna kuch karna hai hame

Laxmi  Haan yaar bahut kuch karna hai ek to ye exam shuru ho chuke hai mei finally shuru kar sakti hun apna diet kal se

Sid  See dieting karne ki kya jarurat hai mei hun na tere saath shaadi karne ke liye

Laxmi  Sid please haan

Sid  Ye le chale

Laxmi  Chalo

Sid  Chal Rishi ye kya hai?

Rishi  Sid wapas de Sid

Sid  Kya hai ye?

Laxmi  An ye hamne kharidi hai Neha ke liye. I think uska naam bhi engrave kiya hai

Rishi  Sid wapas de:

Sid  Do you pathetic?

Rishi  Sid don’t be an idiot yaar

Sid  Rish tu Neha ko engagement ring de raha hai sun shap chaap se ye anne bag mei wapas rakhde. Tu pagal ho gay ahai kya? Itna serious kyun ho raha hai?

Laxmi  Kyun ki college ke baad sab ko serious banana padta hai S.d tujhe bhi banana padega

Sid  Exactly is liye meine bahut serious plan banaya hai

Rishi  Kya? Bata.

Sid  Lets go and get drunk

Shut up Sid we have to go you never know when we will meet these people in future our college is over

These years so fast. Now our life is going to change. We have to do a lot.

Yes you are right. Now that these exam’s have started I can start my diet

Why do you need to diet I am there to marry you

Sid please

Lets go

Lets go

Lets go Rishi, what is this?

Sid return it

What is this

We have taken this for Neha. I think we have engraved her name on it

Sid return it

Do you pathetic?

Sid don’t be an idiot

Rishi are you mad? You are giving Neha an engagement ring? Keep it in you bag? Why are you so serious about her

Because after college everyone has to become serious Sid and even you should become serious

Exactly. That’s why I have made a very serious plan

What? tell me

Lets go and get drunk
Please Sid

Sid be serious

Yeah but I don’t want to be serious right now. I mean hamare exam aaj khatam huye hai. Who cares kal kya hoga. As long as we can have some fun to night come on chalo

Laxmi

Chalo

728:00 to 1058:08

MS Sid and his friends. (song)

1065:06

CS Sid lying in the room. Things scattered around. Mother comes

Mother

Is that Rishi know

Sid

Maa

Mother

Are you are being my son

Sid

Kya chahiye maa?

Mother

Meet karne aayi thi

Sid

Maa aap please English mei baat mat karo aapko nahi aati

Mother

Excuse me kaisa raha Sid?

Sid

Thik tha

Mother

Kitna proud hun mei tum graduate ban gaye

Sid

Hun

Mother


Sid

Maa mei hamesha hi handsome lagta hun. Aap mujhe kyun tang kar rahai hai meri cheezko ko chua mat karo. Kitni baat bolun mei aapko

Please Sid

Sid be serious

Yeah but I don’t want to be serious right now. I mean its not even a day since our exams are over. Who cares what happens tomorrow. As long as we can have some fun tonight come on

Come on

Kya karu haule haule jo mera dil...

Is that Rishi

Mom

Are you are being my son

What do you want

She was here to meet you

Mom please don’t talk in English you speak everything wrong.

Excuse me. how was it Sid

Fine

I am so proud that you are a graduate now

Hun...

Now learn a bit of organization Sid. What mess... why you keep order this Pizza? There is good food in our house... Sid stops playing the video game. You have so many T-shirts. I don’t like these small T-shirts. You are the man now. Now you should wear mature shirts. You will look Handsome

Mom I always look handsome. Why are you troubling me? I have told you so many not to touch my things
CS Sid’s mother cries

Sid Maa... maa ye lo fold karo and don’t feel and all yeah.

Mother Dinner hamare saath karoge na. mei bana rahi hun eating na

Sid Yes maa.

1228:08 CS Mr Mehra comes to Sid with the drink

Mehra Thoda kaam hai Sid tum office join kar lo

Sid Oh office ki baat kahan se aa gayi

Mehra College ab khatam ho gaya tumhara right lecture bhi nahi rahe bunk karne ke liye

Sid Nahi

Mehra To tum office join kar rahe ho

Sid But paa mei wahan karunga kya

Mehra Kaam karoge aur kya?

Sid But paa office I mean hamari company bathroom furnishing manufacture karu hai. Flower showers for heavens sake it is just not my think

Mehra Just not your think. Bathroom fitting and furnishing association. Ne unhi shower heads ko number 1 ranking di hai. Birla se lekar bhajiwalo tak ke bathroom mei hamare shower lagie hai. Iska matlab samjhte ho. Hamari company ne Indians ko shaan se nahana seekhaya hai

Sid No

Mehra No

Sid No

Mehra No

Sid No way paa mei office nahi aa raha

1346:03 MS Sid goes.

Mom take this fold it...

Will you have dinner with us... I am cooking it today

Yes mom

There is some work for you Sid, why don’t you join the office

Hey from where did this office’s topic come

Since your college is over and you don’t have lectures to bunk

No

You are joining the office

But dad what will I do there

Work what else?

But Dad our company manufactures bathroom furnture. Flower showers for heavens sake it is just not my think

Just not your thing. Bathroom fitting and furnishing association has given it the number one rank. Our showers are used in the houses of people from Birlas to every second common man. Do you understand this. Our company has taught Indians to bathe proudly.

No

No

No

No way dad I am not coming to the office
Okay then Sid. Vaise ab mei bhi soch raha tha ki ye jo gadi hai hamare garage mei bahut acchi lagegi

Sid You are serious, are you?

Mehra Cheh mahine regularly office aa jao the car is yours

Sid Cheh mahine that's too much paa 15 days

Mehra Pagal lagta hun kya kam se kam 90 din

Sid Chalo paa 20 days

Mehra Minimum 60 days.

Sid 30 days se ek din jyada nahi

Mehra 30 days okay done. Kal se office aa jao

Sid Kal se

Mehra Hun

Sid Okay vaise paa what kind of deal is this ek mahine ke badle Porsche

Mehra Beta office aa raha hai Isse hadi deal aur kya ho sakti hai

132:08 MS Sid takes the laptop

VO Sid come on lets go

Mother Sid

Sid Are maa I forgot, niere friends aaye hai mei jar aha hun

Mother Are par kuch kha ke kyun nahi jate

Sid Maa kal subah office jar aha hun, last trip please okay bye.

Okay then Sid. I think this car looks good in our garage only

You are serious, are you?

Come to the office regularly for six months the car is yours

Six months dad that's too much 15 days

Do you think I am mad, minimum 90 days

Okay 20 days

Minimum 60 days

Not more than 30 days

30 days okay done. Join the office from tomorrow

Tomorrow

Hun

Okay dad but what kind of deal is this one month's work and a Porsche

My son is joining my office ... Is there a bigger deal than this

Sid come on lets go

Sid

Mom I forgot my friends have come I am going

But why don't you eat something and then go

Mom I am going to office from tomorrow so please my last trip okay bye.
00:00 MS Everybody in the farewell party

Dabby Friends' hell. DJ stop the music

Boy Laila college ke baad kya plan hai?

Laila Mei to Miss India contest mei janewali hun. Ek saal se train kar rahe hun. Dieting workouts, he wanna feel you my abs.

Boy 2 Tune tare jamin par dekhi hai sach bolu na to meri life ki story bhi kuch vaisy hi hai yaar

Girl Meine decide kar liya hai journalist nahi banana mujhe. Ye Tabloid culture mujhse handle nahi hota

Neha Rishi ye party bhi toky hai, I want to go home

Rishi Baby sab kuch tumhari tarah perfect nahi ho sakta na lemon tart

Neha I wanna go home Rishi. Mujhe ghar jana hai meri ghar ja rahe hun

Rishi Nahi lekin baby pahle lemon tart pahle kha lete hai

Neha Rishi, you love lemon tart more than me, mei ghar ja rahe hun

Rishi Nahi listen

Ayesha Stop please don't, mere photos mat khiencho. Mujhe nahi accha lagta

Sid Kyun:

Ayesha Kyun ki kyun ki mei kharab lagti hun photos mei

Sid I think acchi lagogi

Ayesha Some other time okay

Sid Tum hamare college se naho ho na

Ayesha Nahi

Sid Thought as much, thodi badi lagti ho sabse.

Ayesha Thanks sirf thodi I hop

Sid To is party mei kya kar rahe ho tum

Friends' hell. DJ stop the music

Laila what are your plans after college?

I want to go to Miss India contest. Taking the training from one year. Dieting workouts, he want to feel you my abs.

Have you seen the movie Taare Zameen Par you know even my story in similar to it

I have decided I don't want to be a journalist. I can't handle this Tabloid culture

Rishi I want to go home

Baby things can't be as perfect as you lemon tart

I want to go home Rishi. I am going home

Baby but first have your lemon tart

Rishi you love lemon tart more than me I am going home

No listen

Hey please don't click my pictures I don't like it

Why?

Because I don't look good in photos

I think you will look good

Some other time okay

Hey you aren't from our college

No

Thought as much, you look a bit older than others

Thanks but just a little I hop

So what are you doing in this party
Ayesha: Hostel ki laddiyon ke saath aayi thi you no 
Dabby, hai na organizer hai party ki

Sid: Wait a minute, tu Dabby ke saath aayi ho

Ayesha: Haan

Sid: Usne tumhe mere saath dekh liya na to

Ayesha: Okay what's wrong with you?

Sid: Are pata nahi yaar is Dabby ki kya problem hai. 
Pagal khadus. Vaise you are lucky an, meri 
company to isase definitely acchi hai

Ayesha: Accha

Sid: Haan seriously.

Ayesha: Chalo lets find out

227:05: CS Sid gives cold drink to Ayesha

Ayesha: Aur tum kya karte ho vaise?

Sid: Mei... an mei apne dad ke paise kharch karta hun

Ayesha: Must aur college ke baad kya karogi?

Sid: College ke baad bhi mei apne dad ke paise 
kharch karunga. Sit what's up guys aur tum 
tum kya kar rahe ho?

Ayesha: Mei Bombay mei nayi hun. Khud ke paise 
kamane aayi hun

Sid: Oh to tum Bombay se nahi ho. Kaisa lagh raha 
hai yahan?

Ayesha: Well abhi tak to kuch dekha nahi. Aaj seedhi 
train station se hotel pahunchi hai aur fir wahan 
se yahan

Sid: Wait a minute tum aaj aayi ho bombay

Ayesha: Haan

Sid: Aur tum puri shahar ko chod kar ye boring is 
farewell party mei bethi ho I mean kyun?
Ayesha: Aaj bahut late ho gaya tha aur itni raat ko mein kahan jati?

Sid: Listen ye Bombay hai its never late and you know raat ko na is shahar ki baat hi kuch aur hai. Traffic kam, garmi kam tumhe to bahar hona chahiye tha abhi

Ayesha: To chalo na walk pe chalte hai

Sid: Walk

Ayesha: Haan

Sid: Kab?

Ayesha: Abhi

Sid: Okay okay lets go chalo

Ayesha: Ek second suno me tumhe koyi galat idea nahi dena chahati.

Sid: Haan par idea to tumhari hi thin a

Ayesha: I know par me tumhe janti bhi nahi aur

Sid: Janta to me bhi nahi hum tumhe

Ayesha: Ya but listen its not like a sleep with you anything.

Sid: Oh meine kab kaha ki ! want to sleep with you, meine iske bare mei socha bhi nahi tha

Ayesha: What nonsense of course, tumne socha hoga party mei ladki se mile aur panch minute mei uske saath walk pe ja the ho socha to hoga na

Sid: Okay shayad socha par itni hi problem hai to nahi sochunga. It's all good yaar

Ayesha: Okay to chalo walk pe chalte hai

Sid: Sure

423:12 MS Sid and Ayesha

Sid: Are ek second tumhara naam kya hai I am Siddharth

Ayesha: Its so late.... Where will I go in this time

Hey this is Mumbai and its never late here and at night the city is beautiful. Less traffic, less heat you should have been out

So lets go for a walk

Walk

Yes

When?

Now

Okay okay lets go

One second listen I don't want to give you any wrong idea

Yes but the idea was yours

Yes but I don't even know you

So what even I don't know you

But listen it's not like a sleep with you anything.

Oh when did I say I want to sleep with you, I didn't even think about it

What nonsense of course, you must have thought that you met a girl in a party spoke for five minute then go out for a walk so you must have thought about it.

Okay I must have thought but if there is a problem then I won't think. Its all good

Okay lets go for a walk

Sure

Hey one second what is your name I am Siddhart!
I am Ayesha hi.

So really you have no friends and family?

No

So do you have a job

Not yet

Have you run away from your house. Really Ayesha why did you come to Mumbai

To meet you

Come on seriously say

Seriously I wanted to be independent. I am from Kolkata Siddharth I was there for all these years I wanted to give a new direction to my life so I came to Bombay ... you know to try something new you know

Like a holiday

No Siddharth not like a holiday like life. Did you ever feel you should have your own house, you will cook your own food, you earn your money and spend it on yourself. Everything made by yourself Independence you know what I mean

No

Forget it

What will you do here?

Work what else... Do you know this magazine

Mumbai beat off course great photographs

And great article too I am going to their office for an interview tomorrow

Of course that's why you have a diary in the party.... You are a writer aren't you?

Oh of course tabhi to diary party mei ... tum writer ho Ayesha?
Ayesha: Well professionally to nahi par ek din janur, I hope Siddharth ab tum kuch batao na Bombay ke bare mei

Sid: Tum puchogi to bataunga.

Ayesha: Agar Bombay ki sirf ek jagah mujhe dikha sakte ho wo bhi aaj raat ko kahan le jaoge

613:12 TS Ayesha and Sid at Chowpatty

Ayesha: Samunder hamesha special raha hai na Bombay ke liye, I guess I can see why. Is shahar ye jahan har waqt sab kuch badalta rahta hai bas ek samunder hi to hai jo nahi badalta, hamesha yahin rahta hai you know.

Sid: Actually Ayesha tumhe ise barish mei dekhna chahiye. Mam Bombay monsoon one to die for logh complain karte rahte hai traffic ke bare mei floods ke bare mei but I just love the monsoons, jab bhi barish hoti hai na sea looks amazing then dekh sakta hun mei its really awesome

Ayesha: Wow I am going to remember that

Sid: Ayesha ek baat puchun

Ayesha: Aur kuch baki hai puchne ko puco

Sid: Tum Bombay mei akayli ho tumhe dar nahi lagta


Sid: I think you are really tough. Ayesha really I mean. Mei ye sab nahi kar sakta jat um kar rahi ho. So I guess cheers to your sapna

Ayesha: Cheers

783:07 MS Ayesha and Sid in chowpatty.

vO: Mere dad ne.

793:15 MS Sid and Ayesha

Well not professionally but I hope... Siddharth tell me something about Bombay

You ask me about something

If you want to show me one place of Mumbai and that too within this night then where will you take me?

The sea has always been special for Bombay. I guess I can see why. This city where everything keeps changing only the sea does not change, you is always here you know

Actually Ayesha you should see it in the rains. Bombay rains is what people keep complaining. The floods, traffic but I love the monsoons. Whenever it rains the sea looks amazing then and can see it really awesome

Wow I am going to remember that

Ayesha can I ask you something

If anything more it left ask it

You are alone in Bombay, are you not scared

Are you kidding Siddharth? You don’t know how scared I am. I have never been alone like this. You know what everything will be alright. It was dream to come to Bombay and now that I am here I cannot be scared. There is so much to be done here that there is no place for fear

I think you are really tough. Ayesha really I mean. I couldn’t have done anything what you are doing. So I guess cheers to your dream

Cheers

My dad
Unka pura empire bathroom fitting manufacture karke banaya hai. Its quite an impressive story.

Yeah of course

It is flowers showers I mean listen that ridiculous

Well this is me single women hostel

Actually ab tak phone nahi liya hai meine yahan Siddharth. Don't keep saying this magar really mei tumhe koyi galat idea nahi dena chahati hun

When should I call you

Actually I have not taken a phone yet. Siddharth I don't want to keep saying this but I really don't want to give you wrong ideas

I got it but I have only one idea and you know that we can be friends

Friends is great. You can give me your e mail id. Siddharth you are my first friend in Bombay

Thanks for tonight Sid.

CS Chotu knocks the door

LS Sid goes

MS Sid goes

CS Sid at the reception

Yes how can I help you

Mr Ram Mehra ji

Sir is out may I know who are you?

I am his son Siddharth

Oh I am sorry, I am really very sorry. How nice of you in the office Mr Mehra

Call me Sid.

Okay Mr Mehra please come

MS Mr Mehra in office
MS Sid talking on the phone

Sid: Dude tu Neha se darta kyunki? Usne teri khuddari ko lalkara hai. Kya kar raha hai BA man haan... hi pa aur sun thodi der mei phone karta hun mei bye

Mehra: Kam kare Sid

Sid: Ofcourse pa isliye to aaya hun


TS Sid with the office staff


MCS Ayesha in the cyber café.

VO: So you know I am and haan... then news is

MCS Ayesha comes to the magazine office.

VO: Aaj mei magazine office gayi thi mere pahale interview ke liye and Sid it was amazing you know kuch persons ki personality hi ayesi hoti hai. Milte hi dost ban jate hai. Tumhe kabhi ayesa laga hai. Magazine ke creative director se appointment thi. It went off quite well actually Amit magazine ka head photographer bhi hai tumne kaha than a tumhe is magazine ke photos acche lagte hai. Mujhe naukri mil gayi na to tum kisi din office aa jana. Mera final interview kuch din baad hai. Keeping my fingers.

Dude why are you scared of Neha? She has challenged your independence. What are you doing, I will ring you up in a while

Can we do some work Sid

Ofcourse dad that's why I am here

Okay Sid this is your last Pizza in my office. In fact from today you will not enter my office without my permission. This is not your house, it is my office. There are some rules here, is that clear. Your work will be out with the staff. Because you have to know everything about the Mehra furnishing company. You will have to read the literature of the company, background, location everything. And then next Tuesday is the meeting and till then you will tell me which department you want to join. In the beginning everything will look dull but then if you concentrate you will find it interesting. One more thing Sid, you are not my spoilt son here, you are a trainee and you have to understand the working of a big company. You are very lucky.

Hello my first Bombay friend, how are you? I was thinking about you today

I had gone to the magazine office today, it was my first interview and Sid it was amazing you know, some personalities are like that. They become friends as soon as you meet them. Have you ever felt like that. I had a appointment with the creative director of the company. It went off quite well actually Amit is the head photographer of the magazine. If I get the job you can come to my office. My final interview is after some days. Keeping my fingers crossed.
CS Sid in office

Is waqt itna hi Ayesha

CS Sid typing the email

Hello new girl in the city, good to know ki tumhara din interesting raha kyun ki mera full and pakau dad ka office office nahi jail hai

TS Sid in the office

Mere charo taraf ayesa logh hai jo rojh ek hi time pe office aate hai ek hi time pe office se nikalte hai. Ayesa lagta hai jaise kapde bhi ek jaise pehante hai. Bore kaise nahi hote yaar. So lucky kit um meri tarah ek sau page ki bulletin mei nahi hansi ho. Late Sid.

CS Ayesha

Dear Sid

Dear Sid, I am sorry kit um apna job enjoy nahi kar rahe ho. Par I feel ki dheere dheere thik ho jayega. Just keep at it.

CS Ayesha goes to the balcony

Mujhe dekh lo. Yaad hai jis din Bombay pahunchi thi kiina dari huyi thi mei kuch dino ke liye to I couldn’t take a walk by myself aur ab.

MS Ayesha roaming

I go all over the city Sid. Everywhere. Bas subah hostel se nikali hun aur chalne lagti hun bazar soche ki kahanana hai kya karna hai just aimlessly and the funny thing is ki ab mujhe jara bhi dar nahi lagta Sid, infact aj kal aisa lagh raha hai jaise bilkul uazad ho gayi hun aur aur

TS Ayesha screams and jumps from the bed

Kal raat itne se chuhe ne jamin par lake fhenk diya.

CS Ayesha marks in the paper

Mei ab yahan reh nahi sakti. Apne liye ek chotasa flat dhundne ka time aa gaya hai

Now only so much

Hello new girl in the city, good to know that your day was quiet interesting, this office of my fathers is not a office but a prison

I am surrounded by people who come at the same time and go back at the same time and I think they wear the same kind of clothes also. And you are lucky that you don’t have to read the hundred paged bulleting. Late Sid

Dear Sid

Dear Sid I am sorry that you are not enjoying your job. But I feel slowly everything will be alright. Just keep at it.

Look at me. You remember when I had come to Bombay I was so scared I could not even walk by myself and now

I go all over the city Sid. Everywhere. I get out of the hostel in the morning and start walking aimlessly and then the funny thing is that I am not even scared now Sid, in fact nowadays I feel I have got all freedom and then

Yesterday night a mouse threw me off balance

Now I cannot stay here. I will have to see a small flat for myself
That much for the present

Mother

Mother do you the number of some good housing broker

9920888000 is the number of Mr Prem Dubey. He is the best broker in the whole suburb and the next phone is of Miss Bannerjee

So that I can invite you for the rocking parties, okay bye

Sid today is Tuesday. The meeting is in half an hour. See you in my cabin get up

Thank you so much Dubeyji. Sid you are a savior flats dekhne ja rahi hun aaj. Wish me luck

Let be sure then

Everything delivered by tomorrow

Okay sir

Yes can go come on Sid

Sir he has gone

Mrs D’Monty
Ayesha: Wo aapka flat dekhna tha. Dube ji ne aaps baat ki hogi.

D'Monty: Aap hamko kyun pareshaan karta hai Dube ne bola nahi ki chabi Soniya ke pass hai 4th floor stupid idiot Dube. Jao Soniya se le lo. God knows kahan se ye logh chalke aate hai.

Sid: Hi

Ayesha: Hi, Sid. Sid oh my God. Tum yahan kya kar rahe ho?

Sid: Me chup chup ke tumhara picha kar raha hun.

Ayesha: Shut up majaak kar rahe ho na.

Sid: Ya man Dubey ko phone kiya to pata chala ki tum yahan ho to help karne chala aaya.

Ayesha: Oh I see

Sid: So is faltu si jagah pe bheja hai us Dubey ne tumhe

Ayesha: Haan

Sid: Idiot ye bhi koiy building hai Ayesha. Na lift hai na watchman hai aur ek ye ise to musens mehon chhaiye Ayesha.

Yes

I wanted to see your flat. Dubeyji has spoken to you

Why are you worrying me. Did Dubey not tell you that the keys are with Soniya on the fourth floor, stupid idiot Dubey. Go and take it from Soniya. God know from where these people come

Hi

Hi Sid, oh my God, how did you come here?

I was secretly following you

Keep quiet, stop your jokes

From Dubey I came to know that you have come here and so I came here to help you

Oh I see

So Dubey has send you to this useless place

Yes

Idiot. is this some kind of building Ayesha. No lif no watchman, should it be like this Ayesha.
MS Sid and Ayesha come to the fourth floor.

Ayesha: Shit... mujhe D'Monty ne to bataya nahi. Sonia ka flat kon sa hai. Oh God char floor shir se mei nahi chad sakti tum jao na
Sanju: 401 Sonia ji 401 mei rehti hai aap flat dekhne aaye hai na ek minute ruko
Sonia: Are Sanju tu aaya
Sanju: Hi, flat dekhne aaye hai
Sonia: Oh flat dekhne aaye hai
Lady: Sanju Sanju
Sanju: Okay bye
Lady: Nustach kunachya tari nadi lagto
Sonia: Aye sukda bombil, to tum flat dekhne aaye ho
Ayesha: Actually flat mei dekhne aayi hun, I am Ayesha.
Sonia: Ah Sonia advance mei warning ghar bahut ganda hai hai yahan ek saal se koiy raha hi nahi aur Mr D'Monty upar chadh hi nahi sakti. That's why no maintenance. Anyway take a look
Ayesha: Thanks

CS Ayesha and Sid

Ayesha: Ye ghar nahi khandar hai. Chalo yahan se this place is a dump
Ayesha: Sid tumhe lagnowala hai ki mei pagal hun
Sid: Kyun
Ayesha: Kyun ki mujhe ye flat pasand hai
Sid: What that impossible
Ayesha: Mei yahin rehne wali hun.
Sid: Par Ayesha ye flat kitna ganda hai
Ayesha: To saaf kar lenge
You know mere chotu ka kamra esase aur accha hai I swear

Ayesha: Good for Chotu. Mei ye flat le rahi hun

Sid: Ayesha ye pehla flat hai ham aur bhi dekh sakte hai

Ayesha: Ofcourse dekh sakte hai lekin nahi dekhenge kyun ki meine decide kar liya hai

Sid: You know what you are right tum pagal ho

243:02 MS Sid and Ayesha in the flat

Sid: Are ab kahan ja rahi ho

Ayesha: Apne building ka terrace dekhne

Sid: Apne building... Ayesha wait

Ayesha: What?

Sid: You really sure tumhe yahan rehna hai. Nahi agar tumhe paisa ki problem hai I can help you mei dad se le lunga

Ayesha: Sid, that's really sweet but no thanks okay

279:07 TS Ayesha and Sid

Sid: Ayesha oh God you are so stubborn you know listen. Mujhe nahi lagta ki ye area safe hai seriously dekho mei acchi tarah research karke tumhe E-mail bhi bhejunga Aayesha listen to me na I am Bombay aur tum Kolkata se ho

Ayesha: What do you say? You want to help me na to is flat ko ghar banana mei meri madad karo

561:08 MS Ayesha and Sid

381:05 to 568:13 MS Ayesha and Sid (song)

672:04 LS Sid

VO: Happy

681:04 MS Sarita being wished

Dil ke jo rang hai tere

Happy
Lady: Happy anniversary to you Sarita

Sarita: Thank you so much

Lady: You look so gorgeous.

Sarita: Meri shaadi ki salgirah hai

Lady: Oh

Sid: Sorry maa I am late

Lady: Hello Sid oh look at you how handsome Sarita ise to hero banao hero bye

Sarita: You are handsomest my son, I am so feeling ki tum hero ban jao. Vaise bhi tum kuch karte nahi ho

Sid: Maa stop it ya

732:07 MS Man and Lady with others.

Man: Congratulations... happy wedding anniversary Mehra

Sarita: Thank you

Man: Taniya bhai Ram, Taniya cheha mahine pahle hi Abroad se aayi hai, Parson university mei thi. Design degree kar rahi thi. She is brilliant mine to offer diya beta hamari company join kar lo. But she is still thinking. This generation I tell you they want to become independent hai na Siddharth,

Sid: Haan

Man: To kya plan hai tumhara future ka

Sid: Excuse me Ayesha what is up? Phone kyun kiya tumne?

Man: Busy man to mera...tera beta to bada ho gaya. Kab take over kar raha hai tere business ko

Mehra: Pata nahi. He is also still thinking

825:10 LS Building

829:05 MS Ayesha and Sid

Happy anniversary to you Sarita

Thank you so much

You look so gorgeous.

It is my marriage anniversary

Oh

Sorry mother I am late

Hello Sid oh look at you how handsome Sarita make him a hero bye

You are handsomest my son, I am so feeling that you become a hero. Any way you don’t do anything

Mother please stop it

Congratulations... happy wedding anniversary Mehra

Thank you

Taniya .. Taniya has returned from abroad six months back. She was in Parson university was doing designs degree. She is brilliant. I have given her the offer to join our company. But she is still thinking. This generation I tell you they want to become independent isn’t it Siddharth

Yes

Then what are your future plans

Excuse me Ayesha what’s up? Why did you ring me?

Busy man.. your son has grown up. When is he going to take over your business

Don’t know he is also still thinking
Hey by the way thank you so much Ayesha, tum bahut boring party se mujhe bacha lete ho. Hey by the way flat really accha lagh raha hai yaar, you are right so Ayesha paune 12 baje raat ke tum mei tumhare apartment mei akayle. Chakkar kya hai?

You know Sid ajeeb lagega tumhe lekin aaj raat mei akayli nahi rehna chahati thi. You see kal actually das minute mei mera birthday hai aur apne birthday pe kabhi akayle nahi rahi hun mei

Hey why didn’t you tell me before hand. We will go out and have a party

Why this is also a party, you me and two cups of tea

Yes but there is something missing

Ten minutes are still remaining

Yes

Okay then.

Sid this is so stupid, what are you doing?

Ayesha now don’t turn

Listen don’t spoil my kitchen okay

No no everything is clean just 10 seconds Ayesha happy birthday Ayesha

Thank you Sid

For what?

You did so much for me. I can do anything for you, you tell me if you need me

Anything
Ayesha  Kuch bhi tum accha dost ho Sid
Ayesha  Ayesha ek baat puchun?
Ayesha  Puchko
Sid    Tum aur mei dost to ban gaye which is great. Par socho to ham kuch aur bhi ban sakte the, you know dost se bhi jyada. To tumhe kya lagta hai ayesha kyun nahi hua?
Ayesha  Sid because bas nahi hua ham dost hi thik hai Sid aur mujhe nahi laga ki I could fall in love with someone like you that’s why?
Sid    Kyun? I mean I am kind of perfect
Ayesha  Ya

1132:02 MS Ayesha and Sid

Sid    Now seriously Ayesha, mujh mei kya kami hai
Ayesha  It’s not tum mei kuch kami hai. Sid mujhe iske bare mei baat nahi karni hai tumhe bura lagega.
Sid    Are bura kyun lagega. Pyaar thodi na karta hun tumse. Come on I think you talk on this
Ayesha  Okay mere khyaal se tum abhi bhi baccie ho Sid. Thode immature ho childish bas wo nahi ho jise mei dhund rahti hun
Sid    Okay this is going to be fun, so tum kise dhund rahti ho Ayesha?
Ayesha  I guess somebody jo independent ho for starters status, jiska koiy definite career ho koiy goal ho life mei. Jiske ideas mujhse milte ho. In short a man not a boy
Sid    Basically mere exact opposite
Ayesha  Basically tum meerliye bilkul galat profile ho Sid.
Sid    Vaise mei bhi soch raha tha mei l aht young hun tumhare liye. Tumhare liye koiy serious type hi accha rahega. Wo jo tumhari age ka ho

Anything you are a very good friend

Ayesha shall I ask you something?

Ask

You and I became friends which is great but if you think we can be something else also, you know more than a friend. Then what do you think why is it not like this?

Sid because it is not enough we are friend that’s enough Sid and I don’t think I could fall in love with someone like you that’s why?

Why? I mean I am kind of perfect

Yeah

Now seriously Ayesha, what is less in me

It’s not that anything is less in you. Sid I don’t want to talk about this you will feel bad

Hey why would you feel that. I don’t love you. Come on I think you talk on this

Okay I think you are still a kid Sid. You are a bit immature, childish and not the one I am looking for

Okay this is going to be fun, whom are you searching for Ayesha?

I guess somebody who is independent for starters status, one who has a definite career has a goal in life, whose ideas meets mine. In short a man not a boy

Basically mere exact opposite

Basically you are a wrong profile Sid

I was also thinking that I am very young for you. Some serious type man would be fine for you. The one who is of your age
I knew that you will feel bad. What do you think what is my age

30

Seriously

Yes

Look I am 27 now if you irritate me then I will throw you down from this tank

Relax I was joking. Come on now make a birthday wish

Not birthday wish let me get a job

You are next

Riddhi Nayak

Ayesha Banerjee

Ayesha Banerjee. Okay you have finished one interview, your second interview in two weeks?

Sir you were busy that's why

Oh that's neat, i was busy. But you know you have applied for the post of my assistant you should know that I am always busy. You know my last assistant Edna brilliant absolutely brilliant and absolutely brilliant and she became pregnant. My bad luck I suppose and your good luck. So Ayesha Banerjee your application letter is interesting but the CV is a bit weak, you have worked for 2 months in the Calcutta state library.

But you were editor for two years of the college newspaper
Miss Banerjee but I am talking about the real experience, serious work which we do here. I am workaholic, I want it easy for you to work with me. I am not sure that you can do.

Of course I can do. I have come so far from Calcutta to become a writer. I will learn a lot from you.

Writer you want to become a writer then why did you apply for this post. This is my assistant’s post only clerical work it won’t be any creative. To clear my table and anyway our magazine about Bombay and you are not from Bombay.

But you were also from Bangalore when you had joined this magazine and became editor in ten years. I know everything about you. Actually I thought a lot before joining this job. In fact I have imagined a thousand times in my mind. I had not thought that I would be so nervous and you so handsome, you know I will clean very creatively this desk needs cleaning.
00:00 MS Ayesha talking on phone

Ayesha Sid – 2 I have got it. Mumbai Beat magazine mein nayi editor’s assistant hai Ayehsa Bannerjee. Finally mujhe job mil gaya

11.11 MS Sid talking on phone in College.

Sid Ayesha that’s great superb – 2 accha main baad mein phone karta hu okay thoda busy hu main thik hai ya bye

36.14 CS Sid and Rishi. Laxmi

Laxmi What yaar stress ko ulta spell karo to desert hota hai na. and I am stressed. And where were you guys yaar you are never on time

Neha Baby – 3 I am pass – 3 I am so excited I got hot in every subject. Main to 25 expect kar rahi thi. I am so happy I am passed

Laxmi Such a third class yaar

Neha Paas ho gayi hai na okay now go hurry up guys

77.07 CS Students see their results. Laxmi, Rishi and Sid

Laxmi Excuse me guys

Sid Excuse me

Laxmi Guys ask for plan one by one

Rishi Yeah you go first

Laxmi Sure ok

Rishi Serious Laxmi tu to class topper mein aanevali hai

Laxmi I don’t know yaar economics mein maar kha gayi na

Rishi Mera kaha pe hai?

Laxmi Waha hoga
Bas ye ek exam clear ho jaye now Tuesday Siddhivinayak chalke jaunga

Ae Rishi

Yeah

Tu bach gaya yaar... you passed

I passed Sid I passed

Tera number kya hai oh my god Sid.

Galat number pe check kiya hoga. Phir se check karte hai Sid hall ticket dikhana Sid.

What is your number. Oh my god Sid

You must have checked on the wrong number. Lets check again. Sid show me the hall ticket. Sid. Sid.

Rishi baby where are you been you passed you passed I was looking for you aren't proud of yourself

I know baby but... Sid don't worry dude. Sab thi ho jayega. Sid listen aisa kabhi kabhi hota hai. Dude ek saal ki hi to baat hai agle saal tu exam mein paas ho jayega. Its not a big deal yaar

Damn you Rishi it is very easy for you to tell its not a big deal because you passed, at least don't give me a lecture

Okay Sid but relax

How can you tell me to relax, sab kuch saath saath liya hai humne tu to jake paas ho gaya aur main. main to akela reh gaya na

Sid, lekin ismein meri kya galati hai yaar?

Of course hai galati hai teri I don't know why but hai pass to tujhe bhi hona nahi chahiye tha. You know that shayad tere saath itna time nahi waste kiya hota to main bhi paas ho jata

Of course, you are at mistake. I don't know why but you should have also not passed. You know that had I not wasted my time with you then I would have also passed

Screw you sick

Yeah right screw you too Rishi
Rishi: Bas ye ek exam clear ho jaye now Tuesday Siddhvinayak chalke jaunga

Sid: Ae Rishi

Rishi: Yeah

Sid: Tu bach gaya yaar, you passed

Rishi: I passed Sid I passed

Laxmi: Tera number kya hai? Oh my god Sid

Rishi: Galat number pe check kiya hoga, Phir se check karte hai Sid hall ticket dikhana Sid. Sid

208.04: CS Sid with Rishi and Ladmi

Neha: Rishi baby where are you been you passed you passed I was looking for you aren’t proud of yourself

Rishi: I know baby but, Sid don’t worry dude. Sab thi ho jayega. Sid listen aisa kabhi kabhi hota hai. Dude ek saal ki hi to baat hai agle saal tu exam mein paas ho jayega. Its not a big deal yaar

Sid: Damn you yaar Rishi bahut asaan hai tere liye kehna its not a big deal kyo ki tu paas ho gaya kam se kam lecture mat de yaar

Rishi: Okay Sid but relax yaar

Sid: How can you tell me to relax, seb kuch saath saath kiya hai humne tu to jake paas ho gaya aur main, main to akela reh gava na

Rishi: Sid, lekin ismein meri kya galati hai yaar?

Sid: Of course hai galati hui teri I don’t know why but hai pass to tujhe bhi hona nahi chahiye tha. You know that shayad tere saath itna time nahi waste kiya hota to main bhi paas ho jata

Rishi: Screw you sick

Sid: Yeah right screw you too Rishi

Only this exam should get cleared now Tuesday I will go walking to Siddhvinayak

Hey Rishi

Yeah

You got saved, you passed

I passed Sid I passed

What is your number. Oh my god Sid

You must have checked on the wrong number. Lets check again. Sid show me the hall ticket. Sid. Sid

Rishi baby where are you been you passed you passed I was looking for you aren’t proud of yourself

I know baby but, Sid don’t worry dude. Everything will be all right. Sid listen it happens some times. Dude it’s the matter of only one year next year you will clear in the exam. Its not a big deal

Damn you Rishi it is very easy for you to tell its not a big deal because you passed, at least don’t give me a lecture

Okay Sid but relax

How can you tell me to relax, we did everything together you passed and I... I remained alone

Sid, but what is my mistake in this?

Of course, you are at mistake. I don’t know why but you should have also not passed. You know that had I not wasted my time with you then I would have also passed

Screw you sick

Yeah right screw you too Rishi
Sid don’t you dare walk out tum wahi rukoge aur meri baat sunoge chupchap. Tumhari umr mein my father was dead shadi ho gayi thi meri. Poori ghar ki zimmedari mein akela sambhal raha tha. Jogeshwari ki ek choti si chawl mein rehte the hum. Din raat mehnat karta tha. Taki ye sab tumhe de saku. Ye life style tumhara ye arrogance

Mehta

To kya karu main? Thank you bol ke aapke pairo mein gir jau

Mehta

You are damn right kam se kam itna to kar sakte ho na

Sid

Thank you so much pa bol diya. Ab jau

Mehta

I am not done as yet tum baar baar har situation se bhag nahi sakte. Apne attitude ki wajah se exam mein paas nahi ho paya. Ek haflie se jyada nahi tik paya office mein bhag gaya kisi ko bina bataye

Sid

Oh god not again. Aapko office aapki company. Cant you see I am scared about your stupid office

Mehta


Sid

Nahi dikhaiy de raha hai aur main dekhi bhi nahi chahe. Aapko kya lagta hai I don’t care

Mehta

Jis din paise dena bund kar dunga na you will start crying

Sid

To bund kar dijye na. mujhe nahi chahiye aapke paise

Mehta

Siddharth let me clarify one thing. Ye tumhara ghar nahi hai ye mera ghar hai. Agar is ghar mein rehna chahate ho to mere rules ke mutabik chalna padenge okay

Sid don’t you dare walk out you will wait there and listen to me quietly. At your age my father died and I was married. I took the responsibility of the whole house. We used to stay in a chawl in Jogeshwari. I struggled and earned so that I give you all this. This life style your arrogance

You are damn right at least you could do that much

Thank you so much papa I said. Can I go now?

I am not done as yet, you cannot always run from a situation. You couldn’t pass the exam by your attitude. You didn’t survive in the office for a week, you ran away without informing any one

Oh god not again. Your office your company. Cant you see I am scared about your stupid office

What do you sacred about Siddharth? What do you care about? You are not worried about yourself, you are not worried about your house not worried about your future. I get angry thinking that you are ruining your life. You cant see that you have failed in your exams tomorrow you will fail in your life also

I cant see and I don’t wish to see also. What do you think I don’t care

The day I stop giving you money you will start crying

Then you stop, I don’t want your money

Siddharth let me clarify one thing. this is not your house its mine. If you wish to live in this house then you will have to live according to my rules
Sid: To nahi rehna mujhe aapke ghar. Mein ja raha hu
Then I don’t want to live in your house. I am going

699.08 MS Sid come in a room and throws books. He packs his clothes.

730.09 CS Sarita and Mehta. Sid leaves his home. Fade out

793.03 Sid knocks his door. Ayesha opens the door

Ayesha: Sid, yaha kya kar rahe ho?
Sid: Kya main yaha reh sakta hu?
Ayesha: Kya Sid chalo ander to aao. Hua kya hai Sid?

671.06 MS Ayesha and Sid embrace. Title

Ayesha: Sid what are you doing here?
Sid: Can I stay here?

Ayesha: What Sid come on in. what has happened Sid?

END OF REEL NO. 7 AT 880.00 FEET
00:00  LS Moon. City
06.09  MS Ayesha and Sid
Sid    Thank you Ayesha
Ayesha  Good night Siddharth
77.14  MS Sid wakes up
Sid    Chotu...chotu... parda bund kar yaar
126.11 LAS Magazine office. Ayesha and Kabir
158.09 MS Sid at home
VO     Kabir ke paas aa jaye
206.11 MS Amit, Ayesha talking
Amit   To
Ayesha  Oh sorry
Amit:   I me kya bol raha tha main ha jab bhi writers ke articles...
216.12 LAS Building
222.04 MS Ayesha. Sid opens the door Ayesha comes in
Sid    Ayesha kaha ho tum? Tum phone kyo nahi utha rah thi. I tried and tried and tried kitna bore ho gaya tha main aaj you know tum AC kyo nahi laga leti. Itni garmi hai tumhare flat mein Ayesha tum sun nahi rahii ho
Ayesha  Sid din bhar kaam kar rahi thi main thak gayi hu
Ayesha  No Sid mujhe kahi nahi jana hai. Kuch kha liya maine office mein bas. Ye sab saaf' karke main so jaungi
Sid     Tumne khana kha liya
Ayesha  Ha
Ayesha  Thank you Ayesha
Good night Siddharth
Chotu shut the curtains
Come to Kabir
So
Oh sorry
I me what was I telling yes when ever the articles of writers
Ayesha where are you? Why were you not picking up the phone. I tried and tried and tried I was so bored today I, you know why don't you fix an AC. It is so hot in your flat Ayesha you are listening to me
Sid I was working the whole day, I am tired
Okay we will go out for dinner and will talk there
No Sid I don't want to go anywhere. I ate in the office. I will clean everything and sleep
You had your food
Without me?

So are you my husband? Cook something and eat. I am going to sleep. You don't know to cook food. Don't know anything. Then what did you eat in the day? Shit Sid didn't eat anything the whole day. Should have ordered something.

Yes I didn't feel like

You're hungry

Yes

You are so silly Sid, should have told before I will cook something

Ayesha my coffee

Kabir, one second Kabir I have written one article and want your feedback, if you have time.

Ayesha can I please get my coffee

Excuse me sir

Hey guys this treat is on me so order anything you want. Go on

Congratulations you got a new job

SIR your card is not functioning

Are you sure?

Yes sir will you pay cash

Yes the matter is

That's ok I will pay
Hey Dabby that's very sweet. Thank you so much main paisa vapas de dunga

Siddharth its okay ye thank you ka bhashan apne paas hi rakho. Vaise bhi tumhe suit nahi karta. Any way main apne friends ko treat de rahi thh mujhe aaj naukri mil gayi

Not exactly friend one we

No not exactly I am sorry ki tum fail ho gaye. Just wanted to say that

Hey Dabby tum mujhe itna hate kyo karti ho?

You know teen saal pehle main Bombay mein aayi thi college join karne ke liye. Mere percentage high the. Lekin explanation ke liye late ho gayi us saal yaha admission nahi mila mujhe. Pata hai kyo? Kyo meri seat tumhe mil gayi. Tumhare dad ne kisi do char logo ko phone kiya aur us batch ki last seat tumhe dilwa di. Zara socho Siddharth tumse jyada hard working hu iyada senior hu iyada deserving hu. Lekin zindagi to tumhare liye asaan hai, hai na bye Sid

But Sid kabhi to ghar jana padega na

Unhone me a credit card cancel kar diya. Laxmi no way main vapas bilkul nahi jaunga.

But Sid samajhte kyo wahi ho ghusse mein kiya hoga

Tum nahi samajh rahi Laxmi ki main kya feel kar raha hu. Tum college ki toppers mein se ho aur tum nahi samajh sakti ki fail hona kya hota hai. Please just leave me alone

Oh shit aap Sid mein nahi samajhthi ha main nahi samajhi. Just look at me hatki ki tarah moti hu. Tumne kabhi nahi socha ki main kaise feel karti hu. Roz subah diet par jati hu aur shaam tak fail ho jati hu. Sid ek tum hi nahi ho jise problem hai. All right. So stopping such a joke ye expression change karo pagal lag rahe ho

But Sid you will have to go home one day

They cancelled my credit card Laxmi no way I wont go back

But Sid why don't you understand must have done in anger

You don't understand Laxmi what I am feeling. You are from one of the toppers in the college and you don't understand how you feel if you fail. Please just leave me alone

Oh shit you Sid I don't understand. Just look at me am fat like an elephant. You never thought how I feel. Daily morning I go on a diet and fail till evening. Sid you are nto the only one who has the problem. All right. So stopping such a joke this expression change it you are looking like insane
Ok fine I know I am being a joke but nothing is right

I have got this for you. College application form and some of your things. I knew that you wont go back home. But what are you going to lose if you give it a try

Hey Laxmi I am sorry I didn't know that you also had problems like me

It's ok Sid

You know.. you are not an elephant may be buffalo

This side yes this side. my side...yes hold. Perfect uncle was so lucky

Hey Sonia

Ye Sid

You know to make eggs omelet?

And you have to follow up with Amit

Yeah ok is that all?

Please remove these things from here. Ayesha leave

MS Ayesha throws paper on the table.
1050.12 MS Ayesha. Sid opens the door.

Ayesha Hi

Sid You are not gonna believe this tum aaj itna late kyo aayi? Kitna wait kar raha tha main. Maine tumhare liye anda banaya. Sonia ne sikhaya you are right she is so cool

Ayesha Shut up Sid are is ghar ki halat dekho. Ek anda banana seekh liya wow congratulations waha barten kaun saaf karega tumhare naukar. Bhool gaye yaha pe koi Chotu nahi hai ye mera ghar hai Sid aur tumne aa kar ise kabad khana bana diya hai

Sid Maine tumhare liye anda banaya hai

1134.12 TS Vehicles. Sid with laptop. Sid arranges his house. Ayesha comes in and sees Sid on sofa

1377.11 TS City

VO Sid I think tumhe vapas ghar jana chahiye

1382.00 CS Ayesha and Sid

Ayesha Tumhare dad ki itni successful company hai aur tum sab kuch chod ke mere flat mein baith ke ande bana rahe ho. What are you doing Sid?

Sid You know tum mujhe dekhti ho to tumhe mere successful dad nazar aate hai. Lekin main unki taraf nahi hu Ayesha. Ek hafta tak office jata raha but that place just wants mean. Lekin ab sochta hu to dad ke bagair main kya hu. I mean meri khub ki pehchan kya hai? Mujhe nahi pata is liye kal raat main decide kiya ki mujhe naukri karni hai main janta hu mujhe kuch bhi nahi aata. Pata nahi mujhe kaun naukri dega. Par ab mujhe kaam karna hai bas. Ayesha is wqt mujhe ghar se mukt nikalo mujhe ek aur chance de do please.. please

Ayesha Ok Sid

Sid Ayesha

Ayesha Hi

Hi You are not gonna believe this why you came so late today? I was waiting for you. I cooked eggs for you. Sonia taught me you are right she is so cool

Shut up Sid look at the state of this house. Learnt to cook eggs wow congratulations who will clean all these your servant. You forgot there is no Chotu here this is my house and Sid you came here and made this a junk yard...

I have cooked eggs for you

Sid I think you should go back home

Your dad has a successful company and leaving all you are cooking eggs sitting at my flat. What are you doing Sid?

You know you see me and you see my successful dad. But I am not like him Ayesha. Went to office till a week but what place just wants mean. But now I think what I am without dad. I mean what is my identity? I don't know that's why yesterday night I decided that I want to do a job and I know that I don't know anything. I don't know who will give me a job. But I want to do one thing. Ayesha don't ask me to leave this house at this hour of time, give me one more chance please.. please

Ok Sid

Ayesha

Yes
Sid  Kal raat kaha thi?
Sid  Sonia ke yaha thi
Sid  What’s? Matlab samne
Ayesha  Sid ek idea hai tumhare job ke liye
1549.12  MS Amit working on Laptop. Sid and Ayesha
Amit  Kuch photography course kiya hai tumne?
Sid  Nahi
Amit  Koi photography mein work experience hai?
Sid  Nahi
Amit  Kuch bhi work experiencing hai
Ayesha  Amit, Sid kafi salo se photography kar raha hai agar ise intern bhi rakh lo to bahut kuch seekh jayega tumse. I really think this something he will be good at
Amit  Ok Siddharth kuch dino ke liye try kar lete hai tumhe you can work here as intern
Sid  Thank you so much
Amit  Kal subah aa jana dus beje
Sid  Ha par kal to Sunday hai matlab ha cool
1624.00  CS Sid and Ayesha in office.
Sid  I am gonna be working for Mumbai beat. How totally near. He that rhyme
Ayesha  Hum saath reh rahe hai. Ab saath kaam karenge shadi kar le kya
Sid  Ha chalo mere saath chalo
Ayesha  Idiot tum ghar jao bye
Sid  Juhu scheme boss bye see you
Ayesha  Are Sid

Where were you yesterday night?
I was at Sonia’s place
What? Means
Sid I have one idea for your job
Have you done any photography course?
No
Do you have any work experience in photography?
No
Do you have an work experience?
Amit, Sid is doing photography since many years if you keep him as an intern then it would be better and he will learn a lot. I really think this something he will be good at
Ok Siddharth will try for some days, you can work here as intern
Thank you so much
Come at 10 tomorrow morning
Yes but tomorrow is Sunday. I mean cool
I am gonna be working for Mumbai beat. How totally near. He that rhyme
We are living together. Now we will work together, shall we get married
Yes come on come with me
Idiot you go home bye
Juhu scheme boss bye see you
Hey Sid
Sid
1665.13
MS Sid in auto.

Sid
1718.10
Are boss yaha kaha aa gaye? Maine to kaha that ki sorry boss galati ho gayi aap ghuma lo. Chapal road challenge. Ek second ek second aap yaha ruka ke rakhe main abhi aata hu

1779.14
MS Sid comes to bungalow. Sarita reads book

1782.09
LAS Mumbai beat office

VO
Hello everybody

CS Amit and everyone in office. Sid

Amit
Well come to Mumbai Beat hamare agle issue ka theme hai Batar’s of Mumbai now I am sure you guys know on these markets will most of them and...

Sid
Sorry

Amit
They may be work iske har teen articles pe do interns assist karenge except for the cover so try so lets give you all some work. Ajay Nair editorial department. Kuch likha hai abhi

Taniya
Tum.. Ram Mehra ke bare ho right hum tumhare parents ke anniversary party mein mile the yaad hai

Sid
Oh yeh hi to tumhe apne daddy ki company obviously join nahi ki right

VO
Taniya Lathia

Taniya
That’s me

Amit
Sid Mehra tum dono mujhe assist karoge cover story ke photo spread par thik hai and you sure

VO
Rasha

Amit
You are also a design intern ha tum ko kya karna hai

Will meet at home honey

Hey boss what are you doing here? I had told sorry boss I was at mistake you turn it. Chapel road challenge. One second you keep waiting I will be back in a second

Hello everybody

Well come to Mumbai Beat our next issue theme is Batar’s of Mumbai now I am sure you guys know on these markets will most of them and...

Sorry

They may be work, two interns will assist this three articles except for the cover so try so lets give you all some work. Ajay Nair editorial department. Has written anything

You... may be about Ram Mehra, we had met at the anniversary party of your parents anniversary, you remember

Oh that’s it you didn’t want to join your daddy’s company right

Taniya Lathia

That’s me

Sid Mehra you both will assist me The cover story photo is okay on spread and you sure

Rasha

You are also a design intern and yes what do you want to do.

END OF REEL NO. 8 & 9 AT 1867.00 FEET
MS Ayesha opens the door

Ayesha: Aa rahi hun yes

Ayesha: Haan

Ayesha: Haan of course please aaiye na. an actually Sid bahar hai

Sarita: Janti hun mei. Maine hi chotu ko kaha ki uske jane ke baad phone kare. Dekhna chaha rahi thi ki Siddharth rehta kahan hai. Ab Siddharth bhi yahan rehta hai toye kuch paise layi hun

Sarita: Kuch mangoes layi hun. Siddharth ko bahut pasand hai. Wo to rakh lo

Sarita: Chotu

Ayesha: Nahi nahi aunty please mei paise nahi le sakti

Ayesha: Yaah

Sarita: Chotu and Ayesha in the room

Sarita: Haan yahan rakho. Bas use kehna mat ki mei layi thi. Use accha nahi legega. Okay Ayesha I take your leave.

Ayesha: Okay aunty mei bas kehna chahati thi. Matlab kapko ga at na lage wo actually Sid aur mere...hamare bheech kuch hai nahi. You know ham sifir dost hai

MS Sid comes

CS Sid keep the things down.

MLS Sid and Ayesha. (song)

MS Sarita and Ayesha in the room

Aaj kal jindagi mujhse hai keh rahi...
Thank God it is holiday tomorrow. I really need a break, come on let us have dinner out today.

I cannot come tonight, I have already other plans.

Really what plans.

I am going out with Taniya.

Taniya, design intern. She is pretty, yes.

Yes she is pretty and she is fun too. We are going clubbing, you also come with us, it’ll be fun.

No no you go. I don’t want to go clubbing.

Then you will be bored at home alone. Come on then I too will cancel it.

No don’t be silly, you go, don’t worry. I have lot of things to do.

Come for a drink, I did not have anything to do.

I am always up for a drink darling.

What’s up.

Sid this is my best friend Saira.

Hi Saira.

Hello I heard a lot of attitude.

You have.

Taniya... Vikram come here.

Sid man.

What’s up bro.

Where are you these days.

Back in action now man.
Vikram  Fully disappeared
Laxmi  Sid tum yahan kya kar rahe ho
Saira  Are ye to sab ko janta hai
Taniya  I know
Saira  Anyway have you met Rishi, Rishi Tanya
Taniya  Hai
Rishi  Hai
Sid  You ask Tanya hey Rishi
Rishi  Hi Sid you want another drink
Saira  Yes please
676:00  MS Ayesha and Soniya
Soniy  Ye kya bakwas dekh ra hi hai
Ayesha  Are
Soniy  Chal gossip karte hai, how is the sex life?
Ayesha  What
Soniy  Mere samne kyun savitri ban ra hai. Haan wo tera boss uske saath kya chaal raha hai? Abhi bhi wo tujhe sexy lagta hai kya? Bol na
Ayesha  Sexy to hai aur lagta bhi mere type ko hai
Soniy  To chad jana
Ayesha  Soniya mera boss hai mei use janti bhi nahi
Soniy  Are Sid
Ayesha  Uska kya?
Soniy  Use to janti ho na. are uske saath to kuch kar.
Ayesha  Please Soniya ham dost hai please he is such a baccha.
What a cute child, I find him very sexy, like the single boys in the band, just like them.

Sid and sexy

Yes

Never.

Of course

Please yaar Sid

Buddy what more

Hey guys drinks

Vodka and red bull weird

Okay

I will get it

Sid

Two vodka red bulls please Laxmi

Sid

Where has Rishi gone

Who is asking, as if you are bothered about him

Of course Neha ke yahan

No Sid where is he

What

Nothing

No no tell me

Neha and Rishi have broken up and we don't know why and that stupid Rishi is not even saying anything, poor thing buddy, he is really upset, you know Rishi
Hey Rishi, phone kyun nahi kiya yaar? Rishi kya hua Neha ke saath. What happened yaar you got to be kidding me. Aur usne keh diya?

Rishi: Not only tha tyaar she dumped me also I am a bloody idiot.

Sid: You are a bloody idiot.

Rishi: Tune pehle hi mujhe kaha tha
tujhe pehle hi kaha tha
to tujhe hona chahiye than a yaad dilane ke liye
Ya man mujhe hona chahiye tha, sorry yaar

985:05
MLS Building

989:03
TS Sid sleeping

998:01
MS Ayesha reading paper at the door

Lady: Nakki

Vegetable seller: Ho

Lady: Chal Sanju breakfast la chal

Sid: Ayesha morning

Ayesha: Morning Sid

Sid: Ayesha

Ayesha: Hun

Sid: Ham darwaja khol ke kyun bethe hai

Ayesha: Cross ventilation Sid ghar mei electricity nahi hai bahut garmi hai

Sid: Bas kuch hi d.n garmi hai aur thirbarish tum janti nahi tum kitna enjoy karnewali ho.

Ayesha: What Sid?

Hey Rishi why don't you ring up these days? Rishi what happened with Neha. What happened you got to be kidding, and she told you.

Not only that buddy she dumped me and I am a bloody idiot.

You are a bloody idiot.

You had warned me before.

I had told you before.

Then you should have been there to remind me.

Yes I should have been there to remind you.

Sure.

Yes.

Come on Sanju bring the breakfast.

Ayesha morning.

Morning Sid.

Ayesha.

Yes.

Why are we sitting with the door open.

Cross ventilation. There is no electricity in the house, it is very hot.

It is only a matter of few days and then it will rain and you know how much you are going to enjoy the rains. Ayesha.

What Sid?
Sid
Ye dress tum pe suit kar raha hai yaar. Acchi lagh rah ho aaj

Ayesha
Rojh nahi lagti

Sid
Nahi no seriously aaj thodi jyada acchi lagh rah ho

Ayesha
Thanks Sid

VO
Ayesha, Siddharth

1110:09
MS Mr Bapat

Bapat
Aaj Sunday morning hai to meine pohe banaye hai loge?

Sid
Yes Mr Bapat, mei to hamesha bhuka nanga rehta hun

Bapat
Siddharth aaj please Sanju ke photo le lo sa, please

Sid
Ofcourse Miss Bapat pohe bhi khayenge aur photo bii lenge

Bapat
Aur chahiye to bolna

Sid
Ji ye le

1144:12
CS Sanju’s photo being snapped by Sid

Bapat
Are hans, are thoda aur hans na

Sanju
Mei khelne jaun.

Sid
Ye Sanju mere saath khel na, ye Sanju cricket khelta hai ek sixer maar jor se shot maar

Sanju
Aye

Sid
Ya, ab ek aur maar chal one to han superb

1182:00
MS Mr and Mrs Bapat

Mr Bapat
Thank you

Sid
Welcome sir

Bapat
Are rukh are rukh mera aur iska ek le haan Siddharth
Sid
Ji haan

Bapat
Aa ja beth haan haan... kyun itna pareshaan karta hai tu mujhe. Kitni acchi photo nikal raha hai. Hai na kyun ayesa karte hai beta kyun karte ho? Kyun pareshaan karte ho mere ko

1277:07 CS Sarita reading book

Sid
Hi maa socha ki papa routine work pe gaye honge to, mein unke aane se pehle chala jaunga aur mei wapas nahi aa raha hun maa to uske bare mei baat nahi kareenge okay. Bas aapse milna tha. I miss you maa

Sarita
Sid ..sach mei you looking so handsome

Sid
Maa mei hamesha handsome lagta hun

Sarita
So to yun do Sid chaar saale ke the tum yahan tumhara pehla din tha school mei

Sid
School mom not school

Sarita
Wahi school

Sid
Aap English bolna kab band karogi. I have no idea

Sarita
Kyun band karu. Tumhare friends ki tarah agar mei bhi English mei baat karungi to kya pata shayad ham bhi friends ban jaye, ye photo ko dekho Sid kitna rote the tum.

Sid
Wow you look stunning here kine acche photo hai kisne liye

Sarita
Tumhare father ne aur kisne

Sid
Really. Kaam se kab first thi unhe

Sarita
Tumhari photography lene ke liye hamesha thi. Kaam se wapas aate the aur tum dono shuru ho jate the. Wo photo lete the aur tum pose karte the. Mujhe to laga tha kit um actor banoge. Really Sid tumhare father ne tumhara pura childhood is album mei catch kiya hai

Sid
Maa mei chalta hun

Yes

Come on sit here... why do you worry me so much. He is taking such a nice photo. Why are you doing like this. Why are you worrying me

Hi mother, I thought father must have gone for his routine work and I will go before he comes back, and please don't talk about me coming back okay. I have only come to meet you. I miss you mother

Sid, really you are looking handsome

I have always looked handsome

See Sid you were four years old and this is your first day at school

School mom not school

Same school

When will you stop talking in English. I have no idea

Why should I stop. If I speak English like your friends then you might also become my friend. Look at this photo Sid, you are crying so much

Wow you look stunning, such nice photos, who has clicked it

Your father who else

Really, he used to get time from his work

He always had time to click your photos. When he used to come back from work he used to start clicking your snaps. I thought you would become a actor. Really Sid your father has caught your whole childhood in the album

Mother I am going
CS Ayesha opens the door and comes home.
Sid is sitting

Sid
Hey

Ayesha
Hi mujhe bhoo kh lagi hai. Kuch bana leti hu tum khaoge?

Sid
Maine kha liya kuch parcel mangaya tha tumhare liye bhi rakha hai fridge mein

Ayesha
Oh god Sid oye hope.. tumne kitchen saaf kiya hai jab bhi khana banate ho to sink itna ganda karte ho ki .. you know actually mujhe itni bhoo kh bhii nahi hai. Main pehle change kar leti hu. Bahut garmi hai is flat men kapde bhi nahi doyee hai itne dino se pata nahi kya pehnungi

Sid
Ayesha maine tumhare kapde dho diye hai apne kapdo ke saath. Cupboard mein rakhe hai

Ayesha
Sid, pooh to liya hota mere kapde dhone se pehle. Ye safed kurte main kabhi wash nahi karti hu. Ismein sotii hu main aur ye jyada wash karni se kharab ho jate hai. I like a being dirty

Sid
Ayesha, ho kya gaya hai tumhe, ek to maine tumhare sare kapde doyee thank you to bo nahi rahii upar se chillaa rahi ho

Ayesha
Kyo ki mujhe apne kapde khud dhone hai. Aur apna khana khud banana hai aise lag raha hai ki ab ye ghar mera apna hai hi nahi. Mujhe nahi accha lagta hai ki mera kaam tum karo mujhse poochhe bina hamari office ki ladkiyo ko hamare ghar bulao

Sid
Dimag kharab ho gaya hai tumhara. Lagta hai garmi ki waajah se pagal ho rahi ho

Ayesha
Ha pagal ho rahi hu garmi to dekho

Sid
Ae to main kya karu yaar. Asmaan se barish barsau

Hey
Hi I am feeling hungry. I will cook something will you eat?

Sid
I already had. I had ordered some parcel. There is some for you in the fridge

Ayesha
Oh god Sid hope.. you must have cleaned the kitchen. Whenever you cook food you make the sink so dirty that .. you know actually I am not so hungry. I will change first. It is too hot in this flat and the clothes are also not washed since so many days I don't know what I will wear

Ayesha
Ayesha I have washed your clothes with my clothes. I have kept it in the cupboard

Sid
Sid, you should have asked me before my clothes. I never wash this white dress. I sleep in this and if it is washed daily it gets dirty. I like being dirty

Ayesha
Ayesha, what has happened to you. One is that I have washed all your clothes and leave aside saying sorry on that you are shouting at me

Sid
Because I want to wash my dresses. And wish to cook my own food I feel that this house is not mine any more. I don’t like that you do my work without asking me call the girls of our office home

Ayesha
Are you mad. It seems you are getting mad with this heat

Sid
Yes I am getting mad, see

Ayesha
Then what should I do. Shall I pour water from the sky
Kyo nahi. Jab itne official ho gaye ho har cheese mein tum ye bhi karke dikhao na

164.15
CS Sid throws water over Ayesha

Then your rainfall

To tumhari barish

I cant believe it

Then your rainfall

Sid
Ayesha mera iPod kharab kar rahi ho tum yaar

Ayesha you are spoiling my iPod

Oh Sid sorry sorry. Oh Sid stop idiot stop

Hey Ayesha you okay I am sorry main mazaak kar raha tha

Hey Ayesha you okay I am sorry I was just joking

221.05
MS Sid, Ayesha embrace

Its okay

Its okay

Ayesha

Sid

Okay then

You are alright

Sid thin ho na

Okay then

Hey Ayesha you okay I am sorry I was just joking

Ayesha

Bas enough now Sid ye bacchi jaise behave mat karo

Its enough now Sid now don’t behave like a kid

282.05
CS Ayesha in bathroom

308.12
CS Ayesha looking at the mirror

318.00
CS Ayesha and Sid

Sid if you help me so much then it would become a habit

Ayesha

Sid ini madad karoge to aadat ho jayegi

So?

Sid

To?

Then it is not right. If tomorrow you are not there then

Sid

To ye thik nahi. Kal ko tum nahi ho to

Where am I going Ayesha? Come on the food is getting cold. Come on

Ayesha

Main kaha ja raha hu Ayesha. Chalo khana thanda ho raha hai. Come on

Song

Oh re manva tu to bavra hai

CS Ayesha and Sid have food. Sid in kitchen. Ayesha resting and Sid sits near her

364.09
CS Ayesha and Sid have food. Sid in kitchen. Ayesha resting and Sid sits near her

423.00
CS Ayesha on the beach. Sid clicking photos
468.04 MS Kabir and his friends talking. Ayesha

481.10 CS Ayesha comes home. Sid watching TV with Sanju

503.00 MS Sea. Ayesha. Sid photographs...

578.06 CS Sid working on Laptop

584.14 MS Sid and Ayesha

645.03 MS Sid and Ayesha talking about an article

662.13 CS Ayesha in office

667.11 CS Kabir reads the article and gives it back to Ayesha. Kabir invites Ayesha for a Jazz show. She refuses

Kabir Nice bas ek baar aur proofing kar lena aur subah submit kar do

Ayesha Kabir, main niklu

Kabir One sec Ayesha, Amsterdam se kuch Jazz musician Bombay mein perform kar rahi hai. Mere paas do tickets hai aaj saam ko aur tum mere saath chala rahi ho

Ayesha No Kabir main naahi aa sakti. You know maine socha tha ki tumhare saath dheere dheere main... main Jazz enjoy karne lagungi. Par actually mujhe Jazz pasand hi nahi hai. I am sorry to kal subah office

754.13 MS Pub. Amit talking to Sid. Taniya and Sid

Amit Sid beta tera ek photograph select kiya hai maine magazine ke liye

Sid Thanks

Amit Hu thanks vanks baad mein bol I get drunk for now thik hai. Have fun you are doing well

Taniya Hey

VO Bhaiyo aur behno

825.11 CS Sid in orchestra, Rishi, Sid and Laxmi

Nice now do the proofing once again and submit it in the morning

Kabir, shall I leave

One sec Ayesha, some Jazz musician from Amsterdam are performing in Bombay today in the evening and I have two tickets you are coming with me

No Kabir I cannot come. You know I had thought that with you, I will enjoy Jazz slowly. But actually I don't like Jazz. I am sorry then tomorrow in the morning in the office

Sid I have selected one of your photographs for the magazine

Thanks

Leave aside the thanks, I get drunk for now okay. Have fun you are doing well

Hey

Ladies and Gentlemen
I am Siddharth Mehra from Mumbai Beat and Laxmi is on the drums and my friend Rishi

Thank you

And this is my favorite song

This

Dude not me

First mesmerizing and first thing

This Sid is so mad

He was more insane before this. You can't think what all we have done

What do I do about my state

He is totally mad

My heart is pounding

And now?

Now where does he have the time. New job new friends

You only tell me

First mesmerizing

Don't you feel bad

Are you kidding obviously I feel very bad. But it's okay. Our Sid has become much better. Sid has changed life very much

Sid you are.. come on go to sleep. Sid you are okay
Main hu ki hum baat nahi kar rahe aur aap ab bhi naraaz hai mujhe aur mujhe lagta tha ki aap kisi din mujhe phone karenge aur vapas ghar bula lenge. Par aapne aisa nahi kiya maine bhi soch liya ki jab tak aap mujhe khud nahi bulayenge main aapse milne nahi aayunga. Lekin aaj mujhe job mila gaya hai. Ek magazine mein assistant photographer ki post hai aur mujhe ye job karna hai. Ek mahine se photographs le raha hu kaam kar raha hu main bahut khush hu. Main janta hu ki photography ke bare mein maine kabhi baat nahi ki aur hamara family business bhi hai. Lekin pata nahi kyo mujhe lagta hai ki aap mujhe samajh jayenge. Aap samjhenge kyo ki photography mujhe ap se hi mili hai. Main bhool gaya tha ki photography aap ki bhi hobby hai kitne photographs lete the aap. Phir kyo bund kar diya aapne?

You have grown up son. You didn’t have time for my photographs and for me the meaning of photographs was to click your photos.

This is my first pay cheque. For you

Promise me what ever you will do you will do it sincerely

I am sorry pa

I love you

What happened Sid? Why did you call me so early?
00:00 MS Ayesha and Sid

Sid Thank God tum aa gayi Ayesha. Tum believe hi nahi karogi ki aaj kya hua?

Ayesha Kya?

Sid Aaj main dad se milne gaya aur sab kuch thik ho gaya. Unhone mujhe ghar aane ke liye kaha hai. Main ghar ja raha hu. Ayesha finally apne ghar ja raha hu. Ayesha kuch kaho

Ayesha That's great Sid. That's really great to kab ja rahe ho?

Sid Abhi dad mujhe lene aate hi honge

Ayesha Itni jaldi chale jaoge

Sid Ha Ayesha ab ye kabadkhana phir se tumhare ghar ban jayega

88.17 MS Ayesha and Sid. Both argue

Sid Tumne mujhe yaha itne dino tak rehne diya. Thank you so much for everything. Ye tumhare liye

Ayesha Mujhe nahi chahiye

Sid Ayesha maloom hai chota sa gift hai. Lekin ye tumhare liye hai

Ayesha Mujhe nahi chahiye tumhare ye stupid gift okay

Sid Ayesha tum itni upset kyo ho rahi ho

Ayesha You are so right. Papa nahi main kyo upset ho rahi hu. After all mujhe pata tha ki yahi hone wala hai. Parents se ghussa the to yaha reh gaye. Ab ghussa nahi ho to vapas ja rahe ho

Sid To kya hua main vapas apne ghar ja raha hu hamesha to yaha nahi reh sakta na.

Ayesha Kvo nahi reh sake vaha Sid?

Thank god you came Ayesha. You won't believe what happened today?

What?

Today I went to meet dad and everything was all right. He told me to come back home. I am going home. Ayesha finally I am going home. Tell me something

That's great Sid. That's really great so when are you going?

Dad must be on his way to take me

You will go so soon

Yes Ayesha now this junkyard will again be your home

You allowed me to stay here for so many days. Thank you so much for everything. This is for you

I don't want

Ayesha I know this is a small gift. But this is for you

I don't want your stupid gift okay

Ayesha why are you getting so upset

You are so right. Don't know why I am getting so upset. After all I knew that this would happen. You were angry with your parents so you came here and now you are not angry and so you are going back

So what happened I am going back to my house I cannot stay here forever

Why cant you stay here Sid?
Ayesha I cannot understand

How will you understand Sid, you will not understand anything. You took this decision and didn’t even tell me. Didn’t even think how would I feel. Like a child you decided in a minute and now you are going. I should have known that you were a child and will always remain a child.

Damn you. Ayesha why are you doing like this what ever I do for you, this will never happen. Yes Ayesha I am a kid and will remain a kid. God I am fed up. I am fed up listening to you that I am a kid. I am fed up proving myself. Since when I have come here I am trying that I change in your views. But no use, what ever I do you will think that I am a kid. Because you cannot see anything. I am just so sick of you Ayesha I am just so sick of you Aish

You did right Sid, I only couldn’t see anything you better go home

Song
Ruh ka banjar pe parinda

Hello mother its me Ayesha. I am fine, I am fine. Where is father?
Chotu: Brother, wake up brother. Brother everything is all right? You are not happy returning back home. I am fine Chotu, now don’t irritate me go away.

Sid: Okay the breakfast is ready. You finish your breakfast soon and this magazine came early in the morning.

694.12: CS Sid looking at the magazine.

769.11: TS City.

777.07: LS Sea.

797.09: MCS Sid sits near a window. It’s raining.

867.09: TS Ayesha goes in a taxi.

899.08: TS Sid running in the rains.

921.08: LAS Sid comes out of the house and sits in a car.

VO: New girl in the city main Ayesha Banerjee.

Like thousands of people.

919.08: LS changing frames of Mumbai city.

VO: Main bhi jab Mumbai aayi to apne samean ke saath kuch sapne layi thi. Unmein se sabse bada sapna tina writer bane ka.

When ever I came to Mumbai with the luggage I had brought a dream. From that the biggest dream was to become a writer.

931.13: LS Sid driving car.

VO: Jab mujhse ye column likhne ko kaha gaya to vo sapna poora hua.

When I was told to write this column my dream came true.

941.04: MS Changing frames of Ayesha at home and Mumbai city.

VO: Magar kafi koshish ke baad bhi ise likh nahi payi jo bhi likhthe lagta ki kuch kam hai. Is sheher ke bare mein kya keh sakti thi main jo pehle nahi kaha gaya. Is liye submission ke ek raat pehle maine apna article faad diya aur dobara likhne lagi.

But after many attempts I could write and still I used to find that something is still missing. What could I have told about this city what was told before? That’s why the night before the submission I tore away my article and started writing again.
CS Sid driving car

I fell in love with this city in two months and this city became mine what was the reason?

MS Ayesha in office

My exciting new job. My small flat

MS Ayesha is roaming

Or my independence, what has the city give to me

VO

Ya meri independence aisa kya diya hai is sheher ne mujhe

Actually the answer was before me since many days but I only couldn’t recognize. As soon as I came to Mumbai

VO

Actually jawab to bahut dino se mere samne tha mai hi pehchan nahi payi Mumbai aate hi

The same night I met him. A boy, friend, roommate or companion what ever you say. Quite opposite to me. No ambition no goal in his life. But still knew how to enjoy life. I was thinking that had he not helped in making my flat a house. Would the nights have been less lonely if he hadn’t come to share the loneliness at tea time

MS Montage shot Ayesha and Sid

The same night I met him. A boy, friend, roommate or companion what ever you say. Quite opposite to me. No ambition no goal in his life. But still knew how to enjoy life. I was thinking that had he not helped in making my flat a house. Would the nights have been less lonely if he hadn’t come to share the loneliness at tea time

MS Ayesha in a taxi

When I came to Mumbai my goals were clear, but now I know that I would have been happy if you share it with some one. Now I know that the love for Mumbai city is for this friend

MS Sid going in a car

Because he only thought me the rules of love. Mumbai is as strict as it is beautiful. While running behind the goal

CS Ayesha at home

Our sight gets distracted by many things

VO

Kyo ki usi ne to mujhe pyar ke mayne sikhaye hai. Mumbai jitni khoobsurat hai utni sakht bhi hai. Apni manzil ke peeche daudte hue

VO

Hamari nazr kai bato se hat jati hai
MS Sid and Ayesha

Ek pal ke liye apni ankhe bund kijiye

MS Ayesha standing on the sea shore

Aur apne special some one ko dhooindiye. Is sheher ko uski nazro se dekhiye aur aapki Mumbai aapko aur bhi khoobsurat nazar aayegi

TS Ayesha. Sid comes running

CS Sid and Ayesha.

CS Sid and Ayesha embrace.

Sid

Itna bada article likhne ki kya zaroorat thi. Ghar pe nahi bata sakti thi. Tumhe to pata hai Ayesha I am an idiot... Ayesha I love you too.. I love you

Ayesha

I love you Sid

MS Ayesha in Sid's arms. Fadeout

Ayesha

I ....

Sid

I told I am perfect for you know

Ayesha

Cool...

Rolling titles.

Close your eyes for some time

And search for your special some one. See this city with his eyes and your Mumbai will seem to be very much beautiful

Song

Gunga sa hai koi iktara iktara

What was the need to write so big article.. couldn't you have said that at home. You know Ayesha I am an idiot.. Ayesha I love you too.. I love you

I love you Sid

I ....

I told I am perfect for you know

Cool...
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